2008 convertible corvette

Planning on picking up a C6 Corvette? Good choice. For decades the Corvette has been the
go-to for performance value for money in America, and for good reason. Released in , used
examples have begun to depreciate to tempting levels. The original C6 arrived for the model
year, replacing the C5. C6s from the model year received a 6. Buyers had a choice between a
hatchback body with a removable targa roof or a power soft top convertible. Two transmissions
were available: a Tremec T56 six-speed manual or a 4L65E four-speed automatic. The
four-speed auto was dropped in favor of a six-speed 6L80 unit from the model year onward. An
optional Z51 performance package got you stiffer bushings, higher spring rates, and
larger-diameter Sachs twin-tube shocks. The model year saw the return of the Z06 trim level.
Developed simultaneously alongside the C6. R race car, it packs a dry-sumped 7. It also has
things like carbon front fenders, a widebody rear end, inch brakes with six-piston calipers up
front, a magnesium front subframe, and a unique fascia with its own cold-air intake scoop. The
Z06 could only be optioned with a manual transmission. The C6 got a big update in , with the
introduction of the LS3 engine. Replacing the LS2, the LS3 had 6. Additionally, you could option
a 2. Using a designation not seen since the C4, the Corvette ZR1 got a host of
performance-minded upgrades aimed at track day domination. Under the hood sits a new
supercharged V-8 engine called the LS9. It displaces the same 6. Other upgrades include
carbon-ceramic brakes, model-specific gearing, Magnetic Selective Ride Control, and a host of
carbon fiber body panels. Like the Z06, a six-speed manual was the only transmission option. It
was essentially a base Corvette with a Zstyle body. The Grand Sport replaced the Z51 package
in the lineup from the model year onward, and came standard with a differential cooler, Zsized
brakes, and a dry-sump oiling system for the LS3 engine if the car was optioned with a manual
transmission. Unlike the Z06, however, it came with a targa-top roof, and could be optioned with
an automatic. The Z07 performance package, designed for the normal Z06, was also introduced
in , allowing customers to spec the carbon ceramics and Magnetic ride without having to spring
for the special edition. The was basically a Corvette Z06 in convertible form produced in low
numbers, packing the same 7. You have to be willing to make sacrifices, though. That LS2 is
noticeably less powerful than the LS3 that replaced it, and first-year C6s were the only cars to
receive the old four-speed automatic versus the newer, quicker-shifting, more efficient
six-speed. Additionally, Corvettes received an ugly four-spoke steering wheel that was dropped
for the cleaner three-spoke unit for Is being able to go roofless a high priority for you? Well, you
can cross off the Z06 and ZR1 from your list right now. The two most capable versions of the C6
could only be specced with hardtops, with no removable targa piece or folding roof. The Z06,
ZR1, and Convertible could only be optioned with three-pedal stick-shift gearboxes. That leaves
the base car and the Grand Sport as your only options. This way, you get all the gear you need
to hit the track without having to drop lots of cash on the bigger-engined cars. That being said,
early Z06s are getting pretty cheap. Similarly, ZR1s with some miles on the clock are now
cheaper than base mid-engine C8s. Something to think about next time you consider buying a
new car. Of course, if you decide to pick up a Z06 or ZR1, you have to be mindful of
maintenance costs. Same goes for the Magnetic Ride system on higher-mileage cars. As with
any old GM product, the C6's interior trim doesn't age gracefully. Plastics become brittle, and
things start to rattle. So don't let the errant dashboard sound turn you off too much during a test
drive. The Corvette is one of the most popular sports cars in America. Additionally, the Corvette
Museum in Bowling Green, Kentucky hosts numerous events throughout the year, and has
some of the coolest, most historically significant Corvettes on display. Even if you don't own a
Corvette, it's worth a visit. Check out the rest of our buyer's guides right here! Join Now. New
Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car
Driver. An illustrated cutaway of the LS3 engine. Corvette Museum. A Grand Sport convertible.
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Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. The Chevrolet Corvette C2 is the second generation
of the Chevrolet Corvette sports car , produced by the Chevrolet division of General Motors for
the to model years. The Q-Corvette exercise of envisioned a smaller, more advanced Corvette
as a coupe-only model, boasting a rear transaxle , independent rear suspension , and
four-wheel disc brakes , with the rear brakes mounted inboard. Exterior styling was purposeful,
with peaked fenders, a long nose, and a short, bobbed tail. Meanwhile, Zora Arkus-Duntov and
other GM engineers had become fascinated with mid and rear-engine designs. A rear-engined
Corvette was briefly considered during â€”60, progressing as far as a full-scale mock-up
designed around the Corvair's entire rear-mounted power package, including its air-cooled
flat-six, as an alternative to the Corvette's usual water-cooled V8. By the fall of , elements of the

Q-Corvette and the Sting Ray Special racer would be incorporated into experimental project XP,
which was the design program that led directly to the production Corvette Sting Ray. The XP
sought to deliver improved passenger accommodation, more luggage space, and superior ride
and handling over previous Corvettes. While Duntov was developing an innovative new chassis
for the Corvette, designers were adapting and refining the basic look of the racing Sting Ray for
the production model. A fully functional space buck a wooden mock-up created to work out
interior dimensions was completed by early , production coupe styling was locked up for the
most part by April, and the interior, instrument panel included, was in place by November. Only
in the fall of did the designers turn their creative attention to a new version of the traditional
Corvette convertible and, still later, its detachable hardtop. For the first time in the Corvette's
history, wind tunnel testing influenced the final shape, as did practical matters like interior
space, windshield curvatures, and tooling limitations. The vehicle's inner structure received as
much attention as the aerodynamics of its exterior. Fiberglass outer panels were retained, but
the Sting Ray emerged with nearly twice as much steel support in its central structure as the
â€”62 Corvette. The resulting extra weight was balanced by a reduction in fiberglass thickness,
so the finished product actually weighed a bit less than the old roadster. Passenger room was
as good as before despite the tighter wheelbase , and the reinforcing steel girder made the
cockpit both stronger and safer. The first-ever production Corvette coupe sported a fastback
body with a long hood and a raised windsplit that ran the length of the roof and continued down
the back on a pillar that bisected the rear window into right and left halves. The split backlite is
usually attributed to Mitchell, who claimed to have been inspired by the 57SC Bugatti
"Atlantique" coupe. The feature actually predated both the C2 Corvette and Bob McLean's
Q-Corvette, having been used by Harley Earl on both his Oldsmobile Golden Rocket show car
and his own more traditional design studies for the C2 Corvette, some of which had progressed
to full-scale models. A similar design would be used by the third-generation Buick Riviera that
ran from to Quad headlamps were retained but newly hidden â€” the first American car so
equipped since the DeSoto. The lamps were mounted in rotating housings that blended with the
sharp-edged front end when "closed". Hidden headlamps would be a feature of the Corvette
until the C6 model debuted in Faux vents were located in the hood and on the coupe's rear
pillars; functional ones had been intended but were cancelled due to cost considerations. The
Sting Ray's interior carried a re-interpretation of the twin-cowl Corvette dash motif used since ,
but a more practical one incorporating a roomy glovebox, an improved heater, and the
cowl-ventilation system. A full set of round gauges included a huge speedometer and
tachometer. The control tower center console returned, somewhat slimmer but now containing
the clock and a vertically situated radio. Luggage space was improved as well, although due to
the lack of an external trunklid, cargo had to be loaded behind the seats. The large round deck
emblem was newly hinged to double as a fuel-filler flap, replacing the previous left-flank door.
Though not as obvious as the car's radical styling, the new chassis was just as important to the
Sting Ray's success. Maneuverability was improved thanks to the faster recirculating ball , or
"Ball-Race", steering, and a shorter wheelbase. The latter might ordinarily imply a choppier ride,
but the altered weight distribution partly compensated for it. Less weight on the front wheels
also meant easier steering, and with some 80 additional pounds on the rear wheels, the Sting
Ray offered improved traction. Stopping power improved, too. Four-wheel cast-iron inch drum
brakes remained standard but were now wider, for an increase in effective braking area.
Sintered-metallic linings, segmented for cooling, were again optional. So were Al-Fin brake
drums, which not only provided faster heat dissipation and thus better fade resistance but less
unsprung weight. Evolutionary engineering changes included positive crankcase ventilation, a
smaller flywheel, and an aluminum clutch housing. A more efficient alternator replaced the
old-fashioned generator. The independent rear suspension created by Duntov was derived from
the CERV I concept, and included a frame-mounted differential with U-jointed half-shafts tied
together by a transverse leaf spring. The transverse spring was bolted to the rear of the
differential case. A control arm extended laterally and slightly forward from each side of the
case to a hub carrier, with a trailing radius rod mounted behind it. The half-shafts functioned
like upper control arms. Shock absorbers were conventional twin-tube units. Considerably
lighter than the old solid axle , the new rear suspension array delivered a significant reduction
in unsprung weight , which was important since the model would retain the previous
generation's outboard rear brakes. The new model's front suspension would be much as before,
with unequal-length upper and lower A-arms on coil springs concentric with the shocks, plus a
standard anti-roll bar. Steering remained the conventional recirculating-ball steering design, but
it was geared at a higher Bolted to the frame rail at one end and to the relay rod at the other was
a new hydraulic steering damper essentially a shock absorber , which helped soak up bumps
before they reached the steering wheel. What's more, hydraulically assisted steering would be

offered as optional equipment for the first time on a Corvette â€” except on cars with the two
most powerful engines â€” and offer a faster As before, the base and optional units employed
hydraulic lifters , a mild camshaft , forged-steel crankshaft , The bhp engine produced its extra
power via a larger four-barrel carburetor Carter AFB instead of the 's Carter WCFB , plus larger
intake valves and exhaust manifold. The car's standard transmission remained the familiar
three-speed manual, though the preferred gearbox continued to be the Borg-Warner manual
four-speed, changing over to the Muncie M20 during the model year, delivered with wide-ratio
gears when teamed with the base and bhp engines, and close-ratio gearing with the top two
powerplants. Standard axle ratio for the three-speed manual or two-speed Powerglide automatic
was 3. The four-speed gearbox came with a 3. The last was quite rare in production, however.
Corvette's designers and engineers â€” Ed Cole , Duntov, Mitchell, and others â€” knew that
after 10 years in its basic form, albeit much improved, it was time to move on. By decade's end,
the machinery would be put into motion to fashion a fitting successor to debut for the model
year. After years of tinkering with the basic package, Mitchell and his crew would finally break
the mold of Harley Earl 's original design once and for all. Inspiration was drawn from several
sources: the contemporary Jaguar E-Type , one of which Mitchell owned and enjoyed driving
frequently; the radical Sting Ray Racer Mitchell designed in as Chevrolet no longer participated
in factory racing; and a Mako shark Mitchell caught while deep-sea fishing. Duntov disliked the
split rear window which also raised safety concerns due to reduced visibility [12] and it was
discontinued in , as were the fake hood vents. The Corvette Sting Ray not only had a new
design, but also newfound handling prowess. The Sting Ray was also a somewhat lighter
Corvette, so acceleration improved despite unchanged horsepower. For the model year, 21,
units would be built, which was up 50 percent from the record-setting version. Production was
divided almost evenly between the convertible and the new coupe â€” 10, and 10,, respectively
â€” and more than half the convertibles were ordered with the optional lift-off hardtop.
Nevertheless, the coupe wouldn't sell as well again throughout the Sting Ray years. The closed
Corvette did not outsell the open one until , by which time the coupe came with a T-top featuring
removable roof panels. The power brake option went into 15 percent of production, power
steering into 12 percent. However, almost 18, Sting Rays left St. Louis with the four-speed
manual gearbox â€” better than four out of every five. The most powerful engine was the
Rochester fuel injected engine. Options available on the C2 included AM-FM radio mid , air
conditioning, and leather upholstery. At first, the package was only available on coupes
because the oversized tank would not fit in the convertible. In only Z06 Corvettes were
produced, usually reserved for racing, and of the a total of six were specifically created for Le
Mans racing by Chevrolet. This meant the cars needed to be prepared to a different set of rules,
the same as those for the big Grand National stock cars. Further prep was done by Mickey
Thompson. Foyt in another Corvette. New for the model year was an optional electronic ignition
, the breakerless magnetic pulse-triggered Delcotronic, first offered by Pontiac on some models.
For Chevrolet made only evolutionary changes to the Corvette. Besides the coupe's backbone
window, the two simulated air intakes were eliminated from the hood, though their indentations
remained. Also, the decorative air-exhaust vent on the coupe's rear pillar was made functional,
but only on the left side. Inside, the original color-keyed steering wheel rim was now done in
simulated walnut. A few suspension refinements were made for The front coil springs were
changed from constant-rate to progressive or variable-rate and were more tightly wound at the
top, while leaf thickness of the rear transverse spring was also altered thus providing a more
comfortable ride with no sacrifice in handling. Shock absorbers were reworked toward the same
end. The Corvette arrived with a new standard shock containing within its fluid reservoir a small
bag of Freon gas that absorbed heat. Chevy added more sound insulation and revised body and
transmission mounts for the Corvette. It also fitted additional bushings to quiet the shift linkage
and placed a new boot around the lever. The result was a more livable car for everyday
transportation. Drivetrain choices remained basically as before but the high-performance pair
received several noteworthy improvements. Although transmission options remained
ostensibly the same for , the two Borg-Warner T four-speeds gave way to a similar pair of
gearboxes built at GM's Muncie, Indiana, transmission facility. Originally a Chevy design, it had
an aluminum case like the Borg-Warner box but came with stronger synchronizers and wider
ratios for better durability and drivability. If enthusiast publications liked the first Sting Ray,
they loved the , though some writers noted the convertible's tendency to rattle and shake on
rough roads. Sales of the Sting Ray reached 22, -â€” another new Corvette record, if up only a
little from banner-year Coupe volume dropped to units, but convertible sales more than
compensated, rising to 13, For its third season, the Corvette Sting Ray further cleaned up
style-wise and was muscled up with the addition of an all-new braking system and larger power
plants. It would be 18 years until it returned. The smaller oil pan allowed this high output small

block hp engine to be ordered with optional Power Steering for the first time amongst the
optional stable of higher output small block engines. Four-wheel disc brakes were also
introduced in The brakes had a four-piston design with two-piece calipers and cooling fins for
the rotors. Pads were in frequent contact with the rotors, but the resulting drag was negligible
and did not affect fuel economy. Per pending federal regulation, there was also a dual master
cylinder with separate fluid reservoirs only on models with power brakes for [22] for the front
and rear lines. Road testers rightly applauded the all-disc brakes. In the s engine outputs were
at times deliberately understated. This happened for two reasons; to placate nervous insurance
companies, and to allow the cars to qualify for lower NHRA brackets based on horsepower and
weight. Conversely, power ratings in the sixties were done in SAE Gross Horsepower, which is
measured on an engine without accessories or air filter or restrictive stock exhaust manifold,
invariably giving a significantly higher rating than the engine actually produces when installed
in the automobile. With big-block V8s being the order of the day, there was less demand for the ,
so small-block offerings were cut from five to two for , and only the basic and bhp versions
were retained. Both required premium fuel on compression ratios well over As before, both
could be teamed with the Powerglide automatic , the standard three-speed manual, or either
four-speed option. The model's frontal appearance was mildly altered with an eggcrate grille
insert to replace the previous horizontal bars, and the coupe lost its roof-mounted extractor
vents, which had proven inefficient. Corvettes also received an emblem in the corner of the
hood for This relative lack of change reflected plans to bring out an all-new Corvette for It
certainly did not reflect a fall-off in the car's popularity, however. In fact, would prove another
record-busting year, with volume rising to 27, units, up some 4, over s sales. The Corvette Sting
Ray was the last Corvette of the second generation, and five years of refinements made it the
best of the line. Although it was meant to be a redesign year, its intended successor the C3 was
found to have some undesirable aerodynamic traits. Duntov demanded more time in the wind
tunnel to devise fixes before it went into production. Changes were again modest: Five smaller
front fender vents replaced the three larger ones, and flat-finish rockers sans ribbing conferred
a lower, less chunky appearance. New was a single backup light, mounted above the license
plate. The previous models' wheel covers gave way to slotted six-inch Rally wheels with chrome
beauty rings and lug nuts concealed behind chrome caps. Interior alterations were modest and
included revised upholstery, and the handbrake moved from beneath the dash to between the
seats. The convertible's optional hardtop was offered with a black vinyl cover , which was a fad
among all cars at the time. Besides the lightweight heads and bigger ports, it came with an even
hotter camshaft, stratospheric The very high compression ratio required octane racing fuel,
which was available only at select service stations. Clearly this was not an engine for the casual
motorist. When the L88 was ordered, Chevy made several individual options mandatory,
including Positraction , the transistorized ignition, heavy-duty suspension, and power brakes,
as well as RPO C48, which deleted the normal radio and heater to cut down on weight and
discourage the car's use on the street. With potential buyers anticipating the car's overdue
redesign, sales for the Sting Ray's final year totaled 22,, down over 5, units from results.
Meanwhile, Chevrolet readied its third-generation Corvette for the model year. The Sting Ray
was lauded in the automotive press almost unanimously for its handling, road adhesion, and
sheer power. Chevy's small-block V8 â€” the most consistent component of past Corvette
performance â€” was rated by the buff books to be even better in the Sting Ray. The was noted
to have an edge over past models in both traction and handling because the new independent
rear suspension reduced wheel spin compared to the live-axle cars. Motor Trend tested a
four-speed fuel injected version with 3. The magazine also recorded better than 18 miles per
gallon at legal highway speeds and Motor Trend timed a fuel-injected four-speed coupe with the
4. Duntov first conceived of the Z06 in Despite GM's ongoing support of the AMA ban on factory
racing involvement, Duntov knew that individual customers would continue to race Corvettes,
so during the planning of the Sting Ray project he suggested that it would be a good idea to
continue with parts development in order to benefit racers, and as a way of surreptitiously
circumventing the racing ban. When GM management eventually withdrew their support of the
ban, Duntov and his colleagues created " RPO Z06" as a special performance equipment
package for the Corvette. The package was specifically designed for competition-minded
buyers, so they could order a race-ready Corvette straight from the factory with just one check
of an option box. Previously, the optional racing parts were literally hidden in the order form so
that only the most knowledgeable and perceptive customers could find them. The Z06 package
was first offered on the Corvette, and included: [28]. At first the package was available only on
coupes, as the oversized tank would not fit in the convertible, although the rest of the Z06
option package was later made available on convertibles as well. Thus, the Corvette was
technically the first Corvette that could be designated as "Z Chevrolet later lowered the package

price and eliminated the larger gas tank from the Z06 package, though it remained available as
an add-on option for any coupe. All told, Chevrolet produced of these "original" Z06s. In Duntov
initiated a program to produce a lightweight version based on a prototype that mirrored the new
Corvette. After the GM executives learned of the secret project, the program was stopped, and
only five cars were built. All five cars have survived and are in private collections. They are
among the most coveted and valuable Corvettes ever built, not because of what they
accomplished, but because of what might have been. The cars were driven by famed
contemporary race drivers such as Roger Penske , A. Foyt , Jim Hall , and Dick Guldstrand
among others. Dick Thompson was the first driver to win a race in the Grand Sport. Chassis is
owned by former banker and car collector Harry Yeaggy of Cincinnati, Ohio. Chassis is a part of
the permanent collection at the Simeone Foundation Automotive Museum in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. The car is in running condition, and is the only Grand Sport body which is
original and unrestored. Also on display are a replica body and a spare cubic inch engine,
which were commissioned by the car's previous owner, Jim Jaeger, for participation in vintage
racing without damaging the original components. Chassis is owned by car collector Larry
Bowman. It was bought in for an undisclosed sum. This chassis was used in the Rolex
Monterrey Motorsport Reunion in He was a former Corvette development engineer and also
owns several historically significant Corvettes in his collection. Body panels were made of
thinner fiberglass to reduce weight and the inner body structure 'birdcage' was aluminum rather
than steel. The ladder-type frame utilized large seamless steel tubular side members connected
front and rear with crossmembers of about the same diameter tubes. Another crossmember was
just aft of the transmission and a fourth one at the rear kick-up anchored the integral roll cage.
A number of other lightweight components were utilized to reduce overall weight to about
pounds less than the production coupe. It was designed by Tom Tjaarda of Pininfarina. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the second generation Chevrolet Corvette
C2. For general Corvette information, see Chevrolet Corvette. Motor vehicle. Scott 30 March
Retrieved GM Heritage Center. October Sports Illustrated. Racing Sports Cars. Retrieved 16
September Hot Rod Network. Hot Rod. Car and Driver. Super Chevy. Simeone Foundation
Automotive Museum. Retrieved 10 March Revs Institute. Archived from the original on 22
August Retrieved 26 December Flory, J. American Cars â€” Antonick, Mike. Friedman, Dave and
Paddock, Lowell C. Holmes, Mark Ultimate Convertibles: Roofless Beauty. London: Kandour.
Mueller, Mike. Corvette Milestones. Nichols, Richard. Corvette: to the Present. London: Bison
Books, Chevrolet Corvette timeline, â€”present. Categories : Chevrolet Corvette Cars
introduced in s cars. Hidden categories: CS1 errors: missing periodical Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles with hAudio microformats
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. August â€”July [1] [2]. United States: St. Louis, Missouri. Larry
Shinoda , [3]. Chevrolet Corvette C1. Chevrolet Corvette C3. New coupe bodystyle introduced
only year for split rear window , coupe more expensive than convertible. Last year of fuel
injection until Problems playing this file? See media help. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Chevrolet Corvette C2. Chevette South America. Chevy Malibu. Chevy II. Biscayne
Canada. Bel Air. Kingswood Estate. El Morocco. Personal luxury. Chevelle Laguna. Fastback
coupe. Fuel Injection. Big Block. The Chevrolet Corvette C6 is the sixth generation of the
Corvette sports car that was produced by Chevrolet division of General Motors for the to model
years. It is the first Corvette with exposed headlamps since the model. Racing variants include
the C6. It is also one inch 2. Like the C5, the Corvette C6's suspension consisted of independent
unequal-length double wishbones with transverse fiberglass mono-leaf springs and optional
magnetorheological dampers. This boosts the EPA's derived fuel economy thus allowing the
buyer to avoid paying the "gas guzzler" tax. GM badges were added to the car in Beginning with
the model year, the Corvette received a new engine, the LS3. The Z06 arrived as a model in the
third quarter of and is the lightest of all Corvette models. The LS7 is the most powerful
production naturally aspirated engine made by General Motors. In addition to the larger
displacement engine, the Corvette Z06 has a dry sump oiling system, and connecting rods
made out of titanium alloy. The Z06's body differentiates itself from the standard Corvette with
its larger front and rear fenders and an intake inlet scoop on the front bumper. The front fenders
are constructed with carbon fiber and the rear fenders contain ducts to aid in cooling the rear
brakes. The Z06 contains the following enhancements over the standard C6 Corvette:. For the
model year, the Z06 carbon edition was introduced, which carries over multiple parts from the
high performance ZR1 including carbon ceramic brakes, active suspension, and other carbon
fiber aerodynamic pieces. Only were planned for production and actual production numbers
were much lower, in total only about were made. The were optioned the same but did not have

the carbon hood. In and , these options could be ordered through the Z07 package on the Z The
ZR1 is the high performance variant of the Z06 was first reported by several print and online
publications, based on rumors that General Motors was developing a production version of the
Corvette above the Z06 level under the internal code name Blue Devil named after CEO Rick
Wagoner 's alma mater, Duke University. The October 12, issue of AutoWeek published photos
by photographer Chris Doane of a C6 Z06 with special auto-manufacturer-issued license plates
with a hood bulge, widely thought to confirm the presence of a supercharger on the Blue Devil.
Other names attached to the project included Corvette SS , after the late '50 racing car, [17] and
Corvette Z The car had manufacturer's license plates, carbon-ceramic disc brakes, enlarged
fender vents, a hood bulge, and an engine with a positive-displacement supercharger in the
valley between the cylinder banks and a water-to-air intercooler atop it. GM began to release
details on the Blue Devil project in April The company confirmed the existence of the project in
an interview with Car and Driver on April The ZR1 had originally been used on developmental
cars in , and again as ZR-1 as the top of the line variant of the C4 Corvette. GM confirmed a
supercharged 6. Carbon fiber is used on the roof, hood, fenders, front splitter, and rocker
moldings; the hood and fenders are painted over, while the roof and splitter are merely covered
in a clear-coat, retaining their original black color. A polycarbonate window is placed in the
center of the hood, allowing the engine intercooler to be seen from the exterior. The wheels
were the largest ever placed on a production Corvette, with both front and rear wheels
increasing in size and diameter over the Z Carbon-ceramic brakes are included. The brake
calipers are painted blue, as are the engine intercooler trim and the ZR1 logo. Magnetic
Selective Ride Control was also included on the car, with sensors to automatically adjust
stiffness levels based on road conditions and vehicle movement. The GS or Grand Sport was
equipped with the following enhancements:. Notable exterior features include special Arctic
White paint, red grand sport style stripes on the front fenders and red and silver hash styled
stripes incorporating a maple leaf similar to the livery present on the winning car. The interior
had a red interior and complemented accenting on the seats, console and door panels. The arm
rest features Ron Fellows' signature. Only were made with 33 destined to the Canadian market.
The ZHZ was a standard Corvette equipped with the LS3 engine, 6-speed automatic
transmission, vacuum actuated valve exhaust, F55 suspension and unique 7-spoke chrome
wheels. This limited edition is based on either a 4LT equipped targa top, 4LT convertible or high
performance Z Models wear the same velocity yellow "45U" body hue that adorns the C6. R or
"41U" gloss black, along with a "Jake" graphic that spans the Championship edition's hood.
Chrome wheels known as Gumby's are present on the targa top and convertible while the Z06 is
fitted with chrome Spyder wheels. A body-colored spoiler shared with the ZR1 joins a "carbon
pattern" engine cover, while a leather-wrapped ebony interior contains "GT1" embroidered on
the head rests of the seats, the instrument panel and a center console armrest. Original
production numbers were slated to be units of each model in each color total , each carrying a
premium over the standard models. But actual numbers amounted to units in various numbers
for each color code. This was due to the government takeover of General Motors. The Z06
Carbon Limited Edition was available as a model beginning in the summer of On the exterior,
the car had black headlamps and mirrors, a ZR1-style spoiler, carbon fiber hood, and black
carbon fiber rockers and splitter. Inside, the Z06 Carbon has ebony leather and suede seats with
body color-matching stitching. Although Chevrolet planned to sell of the Z06 Carbon Limited
Edition, only units were produced. Order code "ZLC" was an equipment package celebrating
years of racing heritage of Chevrolet. Offered exclusively in Carbon Flash Metallic, the
Centennial Edition kit includes satin-black graphics and unique lightweight cast-spun aluminum
Centennial Satin Black wheels that feature a thin red perimeter outline on Z06 and ZR1 cars. All
cars came with red brake calipers and featured Magnetic Selective Ride Control. Inside, the car
featured ebony leather upholstery and contrast stitching while the steering wheel and armrests
featured microfiber suede accents. The headrests have an embossed Centennial Edition logo
and the steering wheel hub carries the same "Louis Chevrolet " graphic found on the car's
B-pillar and wheel center caps. Designed to be a grand touring offering, the XLR featured
different exterior and interior design, standard adaptive suspension system, a 4. The Z06X
features racecar components such as: carbon fiber adjustable rear wing, carbon fiber front
splitter, full roll cage, fire suppression system, race seat, harness, carbon ceramic brakes,
upgraded cooling system, polycarbonate rear window, adjustable coilovers, adjustable sway
bars, and tow hooks; the radio, interior carpeting and sound-deadening materials have been
removed. The C6. In , the Corvette C6. For Le Mans , four C6. The heart of the C6. R, its LS7. R
won again in the GTE-Am category. The GT1 cars are given more power and have less
aerodynamics restrictions than the Le Mans cars, which follow GT2 regulations. Changes were
necessary to make the car endurance race ready. These include a stripped interior, full rollcage

for safety, center-locking wheels , carbon fiber doors, rear deck spoiler and front splitter. The
car is not road legal. The French team Riverside campaigned a three car team. The Corvettes
were raced with all three handicaps employed. ZRs are also campaigned in national
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information, see Chevrolet Corvette. Motor vehicle. Main article: Cadillac XLR. Main article:
Chevrolet Corvette C6. Corvette C6. Super Chevy. Retrieved 17 July Archived from the original
on Retrieved GM media. Archived from the original on June 5, Archived from the original PDF
on Retrieved 13 August GM Authority. Car and Driver. Retrieved June 21, US News. January 27,
Holmes, Mark Ultimate Convertibles: Roofless Beauty. London: Kandour. Chevrolet Corvette
timeline, â€”present. Categories : Chevrolet Corvette Sports cars s cars Cars introduced in
Hidden categories: All articles with dead external links Articles with dead external links from
March Articles with permanently dead external links CS1 maint: archived copy as title
Webarchive template wayback links Articles with short description Short description is different
from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from
December Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Chevrolet Corvette Z Chevrolet General Motors.
United States: Bowling Green, Kentucky. Tom Peters [1] [2]. Sports car S. Front mid-engine,
rear-wheel-drive. Chevrolet Corvette C5. Chevrolet Corvette C7. New C6 body is first with fixed
headlights since ; no Z06 model and a late convertible introduction. Grand Sport Coupe and
Convertible added, replacing the Z51 performance packages, launch control standard with
manual transmission. Z06 Carbon limited edition; Z07 performance package added for Z06; new
5-spoke wheels for base models. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chevrolet Corvette
C6. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle. Fastback coupe. Fuel Injection.
Big Block. The arrival of the Corvette was met by a volatile U. These risks proved to have an
enormously adverse impact to lending institutions around the globe, as banks watched the
securities they had tied to real estate begin to plummet. With loan losses mounting and the fall
of Lehman Brothers on September 15, , a major panic broke out on the inter-bank loan market.
Housing prices and stock shares declined, causing many large and well established investment
and commercial banks in the United States and Europe to suffer huge financial losses â€” and
others to face the real possibility of bankruptcy. In just a matter of months, the financial decline
would begin to have an adverse impact on almost all consumer markets. It stood to reason that
as housing market values plummeted and the strength of the dollar diminished, American
consumers would understandably become increasingly reluctant to spend money. This
recessionary decline in spending would hurt commercial and retail businesses around the
globe, and would cause a sharp drop in new car sales within the United States automotive
markets. Despite this rapidly approaching recession, management at Chevrolet persevered,
even though sales and stock value were beginning to plummet. The funding and development
behind the Corvette persevered as well, even though the sales numbers for the Corvette would
ultimately reflect the financial strain being experienced by General Motors , the nation and,
indeed, the world. The most notable advancement of the Corvette model year was the news that
Chevrolet had developed another evolution of its legendary small-block engine. The new engine
was designated the LS3 , and would become the standard engine for both the base coupe and
convertible models. The LS3 included a size increase from cubic-inches 6. In addition to
increased size and displacement, the engine also received a thirty-horsepower increase. They
featured a large-valve, large port design with larger, straighter intake ports. The camshaft
provided a five-percent increase in valve lift. The LS3 engine was developed to operate at a
slightly lower compression ratio than the LS2. Despite this, the LS3 produced brake horsepower
and foot-pounds of torque, both peaking at 5,rpm, providing unprecedented performance
numbers for an engine that was intended for the base model coupe and convertible. The system
used vacuum-actuated outlet valves controlled by engine RPM and throttle position. This
system included 2. When installed, the Dual Mode Exhaust System increased the LS3 engine
output to horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. Although the actual transmission
designations remained the same, there were improvements made to both the manual and
automatic transmissions used on the coupe and convertible models. For the manual gearbox,
the transmission linkage had shorter fore-aft travel. The automatic transmission had hardware
and software changes made to it that resulted in quicker manual paddle shifts. Additionally, a 2.
These improvements created a more enjoyable driving experience for consumers, especially
when piloting the Corvette during extreme driving conditions. Outwardly, there were few notable
cosmetic changes to the exterior of the car. However, the wheels offered with the Corvette
received some notable improvements. New for the model year was a split-spoke wheel that

came standard on all coupes and convertibles. This base wheel was painted Sparkle Silver a
color which debuted with the Indy Pace Car replica , though it could also be optioned in
Competition Gray. A five-spoke forged wheel was also optional for , and it could be ordered in
either a polished or chrome finish. The wheels on the Z06 model remained the same as the
previous model year, except for those that were offered on the Limited Edition Z Although the
interiors were still very much a carryover from the model, the Corvette interior did receive some
updated appointments worth noting. Metal door sill plates were introduced though they first
made their appearance in the middle of the production run. The floor mat retainers were
simplified. In addition to these refinements, the Corvette also offered consumers a greater level
of standard options including OnStar, XM Radio, and an auto-dimming rearview mirror with
built-in compass. All radios, except those equipped with a navigation system, also included an
MP3 audio jack. For Corvettes equipped with the 3LZ and 4LT convenience packages, the
Corvette interiors received additional refinements including a leather-wrapped instrument panel,
door panels, and console. The console trim featured a unique bias-graphic pattern. The 4LT
package also included cross-flag headrest embroidery on both the driver and passenger seats.
The leather wrap options was offered to all models built with either Linen, Sienna, or Ebony
interior color options. In addition to the Limited Edition Z06 listed above, there were a couple of
other special edition Corvettes that made their appearance as part of the lineup. As with the
model year, GM once again offered a special edition Indy Pace Car model, though for the first
time, the car â€” available as both a coupe and convertible â€” could be ordered in one of two
special paint schemes. The first design was based on the actual Indy pace car. This special Z06
Corvette was unique in that it paced the Indianapolis while running on E85 ethanol fuel. Both
pace car variations included special Titanium seats and Z06 spoilers. All of the pace cars were
specially numbered and signed by Emerson Fittipaldi. All units produced in were targa-topped
coupes that came finished in Velocity Yellow with a broad, black stripe that ran the length of the
hood and roof. Mechanically, the car came equipped with the LS3 engine, a 6-speed automatic
transmission with paddle shifters , vacuum actuated valve exhaust, the F55 suspension
package and unique, 7-spoke chrome wheels. In short, Motor Trend clocked the Z51 coupe with
a time of 4. Unfortunately, not even the most impressive performance numbers in the world
could outweigh the critical reality of the U. By the end of , unemployment was soaring, and
consumer spending continued to diminish as millions lost their homes and credit dried up for
both individuals and businesses. For , Chevrolet sold 20, coupes, 7, Z06 Coupes, and a mere 7,
Convertibles, bringing the total units that year to 35, cars â€” a decline of more than 5, units
from the previous model year. Still, while the model year suffered because of a global economic
downturn, the engineers and designers at Corvette were continuing to work closely with the
Corvette Racing program to develop some of the most innovative and exciting technology ever
seen in the history of the car. Similarly, the development of the ZR1 would continue in earnest
throughout , giving rise to some criticism against GM for developing what was assured to be the
costliest, and the most powerful, Corvette of all time. Little did anyone realize, for how could
they, that GM was on a track that would catapult the Corvette to levels of performance and
popularity even greater than anything seen in its now fifty-five year history. See full C6 Corvette
Image Gallery. The last six digits begin at and run thru Ending VIN did not match the total
quantity of Corvettes built because production included non-salable pilot and prototype builds.
Service Bulletin No. Model Slur, Corvette. Model Vehicles And Trucks. Models Xlr; Corvette. You
can download for free this exclusive Corvette User Manual for more information about the car.
Download Corvette Owners User Manual. This is on all the forums and the Cadillacs with the
same Bose units are having an issue. It sucks not having a clock in your car. Looking for a
Atomic Corvette. If you have Targa clear or smoke top even better. Will be narrowing down in
late Oct No finance, prefer private party and original owner. I have owned 3 other earlier models
but this will be my last and hope cow low mileage, All service records. Location not an issue but
will need serious discussions about the car history. Thank you, i hop we can do business! Your
email address will not be published. By using this form you agree with the storage and handling
of your data by this website. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment
data is processed. Corvettes For Sale. Submit News. Share Tweet. Corvette Generation. C6
Corvette. Last updated: December 14, Wil Cooksey retired from General Motors in , and in
celebration of his tenure there, GM honored him by manufacturing Limited Edition Corvettes.
Cooksey will be celebrated by Corvette enthusiasts the world over for his contributions to this
amazing sports car and community. In his free time, Mr. Cooksey likes excitement. His hobbies
include drag racing and flying airplanes. They have two children, David and Crissy. Note: The
check digit number varies depending on each specific VIN number. For all Corvettes, the
Vehicle Identification Number VIN was stamped on a plate on the inner vertical surface of the
left windshield pillar visible through the windshield. See Figure 1 below. Leave a Reply Cancel

reply Your email address will not be published. See all results. This website uses cookies to
ensure you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to use this site you agree to
these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. Independent; upper and lower A-arms, transverse
composite monoleaf spring, tube shock absorbers and antiroll bar. The current C7 generation
Corvette has only started showing its age in minor ways. For example, it doesn't offer the driver
aids or active safety features that have become ubiquitous in the last few years. But for , the
Chevrolet Corvette takes a big gulp from the fountain of youth, and the result is the new
Corvette ZR1. This supercar slayer is even more potent than the already outrageous Corvette Z
It's supercharged, just like the Z06, but it's even more powerful. Thanks to a reworked
supercharged V8, it cranks out an astounding horsepower. Its supercharger is so big Chevy had
to cut a giant hole in the hood to make room for it. Of course, Chevy will still sell you the hp Z06
or the hp model available in case your budget or sanity won't stretch to the ZR1. In any guise,
the Corvette is a blast to drive. But there's more than amazing performance to recommend the
Corvette. The coupe has a larger trunk than you'd expect, the seats are comfortable, and â€”
especially when equipped with adaptive suspension dampers â€” the ride is surprisingly
compliant. If the Corvette has any real weakness, it's that there are some amazing competitors
on the road. And with a top price breaking into six-figure territory, buyers trying to trade dollars
for driving excitement are spoiled for choice. But most buyers will be looking at the Stingray
and Grand Sport models, and at that price point not much can match the Corvette's specific
charms. The Corvette is American performance writ large, carrying on a proud, homegrown
heritage. The Chevrolet Corvette is a two-seat sports car that is available in both coupe and
convertible body types. The "regular" Corvette comes in standard Stingray and
performance-oriented Grand Sport guises. Stingray trims can be paired with an additional Z51
performance package that bridges the gap between the Stingray and the Grand Sport. Above
this lie the supercharged Z06 and the supercar-killing ZR1. Chevy fits the Stingray, the Z51 and
the Grand Sport with a 6. A performance exhaust that increases output to hp is available on the
Stingray and included on the Z51 and Grand Sport models. A seven-speed manual transmission
with automatic rev-matched downshifts is standard, while an eight-speed automatic is optional.
Standard features for the Stingray 1LT include inch front and inch rear wheels with summer
tires, Brembo brakes, xenon headlights, LED running lights, keyless ignition and entry,
dual-zone automatic climate control, leather upholstery, power-adjustable front seats and a
power-adjustable steering wheel. All Stingray 2LT trims come with front-view parking cameras,
auto-dimming driver-side and rearview mirrors, a head-up display, a cargo shade coupe only ,
upgraded interior trim, heated and ventilated seats with additional power adjustments,
driver-seat memory settings, a theft-deterrent system, and a speaker sound system. The
Stingray 3LT trims add premium leather upholstery with extended surface coverage,
simulated-suede upper interior trim, and a navigation system that includes the Corvette's
unique performance data recorder. The Z51 package upgrades the Stingray's performance
potential with inch front and inch rear wheels, larger front brakes, slotted brake rotors, sportier
suspension tuning, revised transmission gear ratios for snappier responses manual only , an
electronic limited-slip differential, a differential cooler, dry-sump oiling for the V8 engine, and a
dual-mode performance exhaust. The Grand Sport largely mirrors the Stingray Z51 in terms of
feature content, but it adds a slew of performance features taken from the Z06, including an
upgraded cooling system, wider fenders and tires, adaptive dampers using Chevy's Magnetic
Ride Control system , upgraded suspension components and bigger brakes. The Z06 1LZ starts
with the Stingray Z51 1LT's standard equipment and adds a supercharged V8 hp, lb-ft , a
Zspecific sport-tuned suspension with adaptive dampers, larger brakes, wider tires, a
carbon-fiber hood, a more aggressive aero package including wider front and rear fenders,
expanded cooling vents, and a unique front grille and rear fascia and the head-up display. It
adds carbon-ceramic brakes, an even more aggressively tuned suspension, bigger and stickier
tires, and extra aerodynamic body pieces. The new-for ZR1 ups the power to hp and lb-ft of
torque, along with accompanying upgrades that mirror the Z07 package. It can be equipped with
either the seven-speed manual or an eight-speed automatic transmission. Exterior and interior
styling cues also set the ZR1 apart. For all Corvettes, various interior and exterior styling and
trim upgrades are also available, and some of the higher trim-level features, such as the audio
system and performance data recorder, are optional on lower trims. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet

Corvette Convertible. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Corvette lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Corvette for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Which
Corvette does Edmunds recommend? Its horsepower is enough for plenty of fun, and the
adaptive suspension and other performance upgrades only make the car better in every
situation. The front-view camera, head-up display, ventilated seats, and auto-dimming side
mirror from the 2LT package also all offer solid improvement in day-to-day life with a Corvette.
Overall rating 8. Sport seats are optional on these trim levels. Each vehicle typically comes in
multiple versions that are fundamentally similar. The ratings in this review are based on our full
test of the Chevrolet Corvette Grand Sport Convertible 6. Read more. Driving 9. With the Grand
Sport package, the Corvette is an almost telepathic performer. The engine and brakes are very
strong and easy to modulate, and the manual transmission operates smoothly. Steering feel is
lacking at the limit, but those limits are far beyond what most roads allow. Acceleration 9. The
hp 6. The Corvette has power everywhere in the rev range and is great fun at partial or full
throttle. When you put your foot down, the car leaps for the horizon. It comes with more
powerful engines, but this one is more than enough. Braking 9. The Grand Sport brakes are
strong and consistent. In our tests, the Corvette came to a stop from 60 mph in just 95 feet,
which is impressive. Even better, the pedal feels very natural, and it's easy to modulate in
normal driving. Steering 7. The steering is nicely weighted and very precise. It's easy to place
the car right where you want it. That said, there's almost no road feel from the steering wheel.
The car's incredible grip makes that less of an issue, but it's difficult to know when you're
approaching its limits. Handling 8. The Corvette convertible just sticks to the ground, and with
coupelike rigidity it isn't bothered much by midcorner bumps. It changes directions
unbelievably quickly, with negligible body roll and drama. Unfortunately, it's a challenge to
recover the back end if you push past the car's limits. Drivability 9. The manual transmission is
easy to shift. Clutch uptake is consistent and predictable, and the throttle is linear, so it's easy
to make smooth ts. The rev-matching downshift feature works well. But upshifting from fourth
to fifth gear can be tricky as you can grab seventh by accident. Comfort 8. There's no getting
around the fact that this is a convertible sports car, but it requires surprisingly little
compromise on comfort. Magnetic Ride Control provides good ride quality, and the seats are
comfortable for all but the tallest drivers. Ultimately, the biggest problem is tire noise. Seat
comfort 8. The seats have plenty of adjustability and good bolstering. They strike a nice balance
between cushioning and support, being slightly softer than some sports-car seats. They may be
a little tight and sit a little high for drivers 6 feet tall or taller. Ride comfort 8. Magnetic Ride
Control provides a buttoned-down ride without ever feeling crashy or harsh, and we wouldn't
buy a Corvette without it. The ride is surprisingly forgiving for a car with big wheels and run-flat
tires, and is communicative without being too jarring. Wind noise isn't really a problem with the
top up, and it's only a problem over 65 mph with the top down. But the Corvette's aggressive
tires make a lot of noise on anything other than the smoothest tarmac, and they're pretty
audible in the cabin. The engine is only loud when you want it to be. Climate control 8. The
climate control system has to work to keep up when it's hot out, but it always does the job and
is easy to use. Heated and cooled seats are nice to have, especially when the top is down.
Passengers will appreciate having a dedicated air and seat temperature control by their door.
Interior 7. For a relatively small two-seater convertible with a large bulkhead right behind the
seats, the Corvette surprisingly doesn't feel cramped. The control layout is thoughtful, and
driving position is quite adjustable. But visibility and entering and exiting are problematic. Ease
of use 8. Controls are located so the driver can access them easily and are clearly marked.
Driving modes and aids, such as traction control, can be adjusted without using the
touchscreen. The rev-matching paddles on the steering wheel are easy to accidentally hit in
spirited driving, which can be a nuisance. Low-slung sports cars have never been easy to climb
into and out of, but with our tester's optional side rocker extensions it's even harder. Unless
you're parking with the top down or you're very fit, it's a bit of work, and a little embarrassing.
Driving position 8. The seats and steering wheel offer plenty of adjustability, so most drivers
will be able to find a good position. Tall drivers may feel the seat is too high even in the lowest
setting. The important controls are within reach and easy to find, and the gauges and head-up
display are very visible. Roominess 7. The cabin has sufficient headroom for taller drivers and

is wide enough that it doesn't feel cramped. Two people can share the car without problems. A
backward glance reveals the convertible's bulkhead and makes the space feel smaller. Putting
the top down sets everything right. Visibility 6. With the top up, the high deck and small rear
window contribute to huge blind spots and poor rear visibility. It may be difficult to see the
headlights of cars behind, and tall drivers may have to lean forward to see stoplights. Putting
the top down solves many issues and improves rear visibility. Quality 8. The interior materials
look and feel appropriate for the price, although there were a few small problems with build
quality and a few rattles from the convertible top assembly. Overall, it's a high-rent-feeling car,
even if some body lines aren't as precise as competitors'. Utility 6. Convertible buyers won't be
expecting much in the way of utility, which is good because the Corvette doesn't offer it. The
small trunk and limited interior storage mean you won't be using it for trips to Costco.
Small-item storage 7. The shallow center bin has enough space for a phone and wallet, the door
pockets are too small for a water bottle, and the cupholders are on the small side, too. The real
trick is the hidden storage behind the touchscreen, which slides down. It's sufficient, if not
overwhelming. Cargo space 6. The convertible sacrifices the coupe's tremendous liftback
space, leaving a small, flat rectangular opening in the rear deck. When the top is down, it
consumes about half of the cubic-foot trunk. What's left is enough for a weekend getaway if you
pack light, or you can leave the top up. Technology 8. All of Chevrolet's connectivity tech is
available, from smartphone integration to OnStar and even a Wi-Fi hotspot. The MyLink system
is fast and easy to use. Blind-spot monitoring would be welcome considering the limited
visibility. Bose systems can be disappointing, but this implementation provides quite good
sound quality. Its performance with the top down is impressive, providing clear sound without
getting overwhelmed. Navigation is easy enough to use, but if your view is zoomed out, you can
lose sight of smaller roads. Smartphone integration 9. The center console has two USB ports
and a volt outlet, and there's a USB port in the hidden compartment behind the infotainment
screen. You can't ask for much more in a car like this. Driver aids 6. Parking cameras in front
and rear are a nice touch, but image quality isn't very good. There's no blind-spot monitoring or
rear cross-traffic alert, which would be nice with the compromised visibility. There's also no
forward collision alert. Voice control 7. Voice control prompts are helpfully displayed on the
touchscreen, but functionality isn't as extensive as in some competitors and phrasing needs to
be precise. Entering destinations is easiest if you have an address. Scorecard Overall 8. Write a
review See all 28 reviews. Before you purchase, shop at Kerbeck or Corvette King or any other
volume Corvette dealer on line. Do your homework on Edmunds to make sure you get all the
options you want. Now you can go to your local dealer, well armed or just purchase thru the
volume dealer. I have many Corvettes but this one is a nice driver that gets plenty of attention in
its Corvette Racing yellow body, Kalahari interior with black accents and black GS hash marks.
This car belongs to my wife and she loves it but is in the passenger seat mostly. It's fast or fast
enough in its in the 3's, stops like it should and steers like my ZR-1 Corvette - quick and flat. If
there's a 40mph road that 90 degree turns onto a 40mph road, there's no need to lift, just turn
the steering wheel not in the rain or sandy corners. No tire squeak, no rattles, no fuss, it just
does it. It becomes almost boring My daily-ish driver is a , hp, Z06 Corvette. I rarely get full
traction. This Grand Sport at mph has zero tire slip when you floor it. I could feel the blood in
my face go to the back of my skull. I thought for sure it would break loose. The convertible top
is able to go up or down with 1 button at 31mph or less but has little trunk space - maybe good
for 2 on a casual weekend. For a car that's in its final year of production after 6 years, it still gets
more attention that I expected 2012 nissan pathfinder owners manual
2003 envoy engine
cobalt ignition switch
could be the loud paint or maybe my driving habits, not sure. Read less. My wife and I chose
museum delivery. Flew into Nashville Tennessee. Rented a car and drove about 60 miles to
Bowling Green Kentucky and took delivery right across the street from the factory. Of a Racing
Yellow convertible with a black top and black leather interior. We took about 3 weeks driving it
home to Roy, Washington. Got comments about car at every stop. Even at red traffic lights.
Washed it several times on the way home to remove bugs. We managed to pack enough of what
we needed to get by in the trunk. And used UPS to mail home some cowboy boots and other
souvenirs. It was a great adventure. Thanks Chevrolet for making a dream of ours come true. If
U do not want a Mid Engine Corvette. Great car at a great value. See all 28 reviews of the Used
Chevrolet Corvette Convertible. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average
Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Corvette. Sign Up.

